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Grimes’ maiden win
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Qualifying
PERFECT POLE

Robinson didn’t quite have his ST operating
in the “sweet spot” at Silverstone and so
fourth quickest was the best he could do.
Fifth fastest was Justin Roberts who was
pleased with how his car was running
although disappointed to be half a second
away from Blackburn. Lining up alongside
him would be the first non-Class D car in
the shape of Chris Jones’ Escort XR3i. Chris
was delighted to be so far up the order
despite being troubled by understeer.

The other Class B entrant would line up in
eighth on the ST-XR Challenge grid, this
was driven by Jason Hennefer. These two
Escorts were separated by impressive
debutant, Luke Woodward, who was
another addition to the ST ranks.
Evidence that two newcomers to our series
in 2020, Adam Bissell and Paul McHugh,
are finding extra speed could be found by
them occupying the final two places in the
Top Ten.

Chris Jones was the fastest Escort XR3i driver

Pole-sitter, Will Heslop, reported he’d had a “perfect” qualifying session
Michael Blackburn acquired an ST last
December and was finally ready to debut it at
Silverstone. He made quite a dramatic
impression by setting fastest time in
qualifying. This caused some amazement as
he had not been to this particular circuit since
September 2009.
There was another surprise in store for
Michael, but this was much less pleasant, as
he was removed from the results of the
session when his car was found to be 10 kg
lighter than the regulations allow. What
particularly frustrated Blackburn was that he
tried to weigh his Fiesta before qualifying but
no one was around to show him where to find
the scales’ read-out.
His exclusion promoted Will Heslop to the STXR Challenge pole – his car was “perfect”.
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Alongside him on the front row of the grid
would be Sam Beckett. He was blown away to
put in his best ever qualifying performance
as he had never competed at Silverstone
before.
Beckett’s
team-mate
at
Tensport
Performance, Chris Grimes, was third fastest.
Grimes was another who was taking to the
tarmac of the self-proclaimed “Home of
British Motorsport” for the first time this
weekend although he had already notched
up quite a few laps of the National layout
both on his PlayStation at home and during
the previous day’s Fun Cup event where he
was part of the winning driver line-up.
Having set the fastest time in the first two
qualifying sessions of the season at the
parkland tracks of Oulton and Cadwell, Mark
www.st-xrchallenge.com
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Qualifying Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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Race 1

WILL
WINS
Will Heslop felt in total
control as he won race 1
Of the two drivers on the front row, Will
Heslop had the best getaway and by the time
he reached the starting gantry he was already
more than a car length ahead of second-onthe-grid Sam Beckett who slotted in behind
him. The great start for Heslop was nearly
undone when his rear end stepped out on
some oil-dry at Copse but he kept everything
under control to maintain his lead.
By the time the Wellington Straight was
reached, Beckett was no longer Heslop’s
nearest challenger as Chris Grimes had
moved up to second position down the inside
of Beckett at the hairpin. The overtaking
Page: 8

manoeuvre
had
cost
Beckett
some
momentum and so Mark Robinson was able
to push him down to fourth by the time
Brooklands was reached – this was turning
into a nightmare of an opening lap!
Next time round Maggotts, Justin Roberts
dived down the inside of Beckett but couldn’t
make the move stick as he ran wide although
he claimed the place at Brooklands.
By now the first three had already broken
away. Leader, Heslop, was never headed and
would later report that he felt everything had
gone perfectly. Even though Grimes was
always on his back bumper, Will knew where
www.st-xrchallenge.com

he was stronger and just concentrated on
driving consistently en route to his fourth win
of the season.
Grimes was driving to his maximum potential
hoping for a mistake from Heslop to enable
him to move ahead but it never came so he
sat tight to come home in the runner-up
position.
For much of the contest Robinson had made
it 3-for-the-lead but in making space for the
cars from the National Championship to lap
him, a few lengths were lost to Grimes and he
couldn’t recover them as he claimed the final
place on the podium.
www.st-xrchallenge.com

As soon as the waving of the Union Jack
signalled the start of the ST-XR Challenge
section of the race, Chris Jones was
absolutely flying having dialled out the
understeer that had hampered him during
qualifying. He passed Beckett on the outside
at Copse on lap 3 and his set up changes
were clearly demonstrated before the circuit
was completed when the XR3i got
tremendous traction out of Luffield to simply
drive past Roberts.
However, Roberts wasn’t having any of this
and dived down the inside at Copse. Both
cars were right on the limit and drifted out
on to the tarmac run-off area with Jones just
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keeping ahead. Again, at Brooklands, Roberts
attemped to wrest fourth from Jones. This
time he tried to go around the outside but ran
wide allowing Jones to pull away by a few
crucial lengths to make fourth his own, taking
Class B in the process.
By this time, Beckett had got into the groove
and remained on the back of Roberts. To find
more pace after qualifying, Roberts had
pumped up his rear tyre pressures almost to
the point of bursting. This didn’t improve
matters but the arm-fulls of opposite lock that
were required to handle the resulting
oversteer certainly made life entertaining!
Just before two-thirds distance, as the
National Championship cars were coming up
to lap him, Roberts had one sideways moment
too many and ended up on the grass exiting
the hairpin allowing Beckett to get the run on
him
down
the
Wellington
Straight.
Unfortunately, this put Beckett in the wrong
place at the wrong time at Brooklands where
Roberts was hit by one of the National Fiestas
which in-turn punted him into Beckett causing
the latter to spin. He re-joined well down the
order as Roberts continued in what was now a
secure fifth place – although he didn’t acquire
it in the way he wanted to.

Escort into Brooklands.
Behind Paul McHugh, Adam Bissell came home
in ninth having passed Tony Mumford with
some unexpected help from one of the cars in
the National Championship which gave him a
shove up the rear. With the newer Mk7s being
so much faster, there were other examples of
contact similar to this as – apart from the
Roberts/Beckett incident mentioned earlier –
Blackburn was another who was hit when
being lapped.
After the contact at Brooklands, Beckett came
back on to the track just behind an epic
midfield battle between 4 cars driven by Tony
Mumford, Paul Green, Alec Townley and
Matthew Spencer. They pretty much filled the
track ahead of him as first Townley passed
Spencer along the Pits-Straight and then, as
had happened throughout the 15 minutes, the
superior handling of Green’s Class A XR2
allowed him to draw alongside Mumford at
Luffield and into Woodcote before the power
of Mumford’s ST enabled him to move back
ahead well before Copse was reached. Beckett

managed to pick his way through these cars
to finish tenth.

bid to avoid the understeer that had affected
him when the grid was being set.

Mumford was missing his “Wingman”, Chris
Rowlands, who was away at Centre Parcs and
after
being
disappointed
to
qualify
seventeenth due to an engine that seemed to
lack a little grunt and chronic understeer,
Tony just swapped his tyres around ahead of
this race. He was pleased to convert his lowly
grid position to eleventh after a great start.
He felt he could have made up more ground
but, before long, the dreaded understeer
returned at Maggotts and Luffield.

Our final 2 finishes were Ron Loffstadt, who
really enjoyed the atmosphere in the paddock
despite the unusual circumstances, and
Matthew Morton. Like just about everyone else,
the latter had struggled with understeer
through Luffield during qualifying – he had
been 0.8 secs up before reaching that section
of track.

Behind Mumford, Green really enjoyed driving
on the super smooth tarmac of Silverstone.
The handling of his car had also taken a
major step forwards after help and advice had
been received from Jason Hennefer with
regards to his wheel alignment. “Every day is
a school day,” as Class A winner, Paul, put it.

At the start of the race, Morton got away really
well in his Class A car and managed to pass 3
or 4 ST’s but before the opening lap was
completed they had all used their power
advantage to get back ahead of him. A short
time later, he used the extra grip of his XR2 to
rather cheekily repass Blackburn at Luffield as
the latter was working his way up the order but
he had to succumb to the inevitable overtake
down the following straight.

Townley had enjoyed the dicing although he
had been disappointed with his qualifying
performance earlier in the day while Spencer
had concentrated on managing his tyres in a

After a fabulous performance in qualifying,
Luke Woodward was left behind on the grid
while Michael Rudge was unable to come under
Starter’s Orders due to a failed distributor.

Having been excluded from qualifying due to
his car being 10 kg underweight, Michael
Blackburn had to start from the back of the
grid 10 secs after everyone else – in the
driver’s seat, it seemed like an age before he
was released.
Once Blackburn was on his way, it wasn’t until
the third lap that he caught the first car. This
was in the hands of John Spencer who had to
pull into the pits and retire later in the contest
when his rear tailgate opened of its own
accord!
Blackburn continued to work his way up the
order until he annexed sixth on the
penultimate lap by passing Jason Hennefer’s
Page: 10

Alec Townley (4) leads a midfield gaggle
www.st-xrchallenge.com
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Race 1 Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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MAIDEN
WIN

Just like the first race, a demon getaway by
Will Heslop saw him take the lead into the first
corner with Chris Grimes and Mark Robinson
in hot pursuit.
Behind this trio, Chris Jones and Justin Roberts
arrived at Maggotts side by side. Having
adjusted his car prior to the opening race to
cure the understeer that had troubled him
during qualifying, Jones made some even
bigger changes prior to this encounter. Their
impact became apparent at the hairpin where
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Race 2
Chris Grimes took his first ever
win in the ST-XR Challenge

the Escort locked up and then fish-tailed
through the corner – he still held on to fourth
place… initially at least!
The subsequent lack of pace down the
Wellington Straight allowed Roberts and
Michael Blackburn to blast past either side of
him while Adam Bissell demoted Jones
further before the opening lap was
completed.
Up ahead at the start of lap 2, Heslop drifted
into the run-off area at Copse allowing
www.st-xrchallenge.com

Grimes through into the lead. Will took a
wide line at Maggotts hoping to carry more
speed down the main straight but Grimes
held on at Brooklands.
Robinson was buzzing around in the mirrors
of Grimes and Heslop looking for a way past
the pair of them… and as all 3 got in each
other’s way, Blackburn closed in!
As the race unfolded, Heslop’s ST was
increasingly reluctant to turn in to the
corners so he fell into the clutches of
www.st-xrchallenge.com

Robinson and Blackburn as Grimes focussed
on taking the optimum racing line to pull
away out in front.
Heslop’s difficulties allowed Robinson to pull
alongside on the run down to Brooklands on
lap 3 but he just about kept him at bay.
Blackburn had closed in so quickly on the
battle for second that Robinson decided to let
him through. This proved to be a wise
decision as a few circuits later Blackburn took
advantage of Heslop’s traction problems to
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out-drag him out of Luffield and set up a pass
at Copse. Because the pair had gone into the
corner side by side, Robinson got the run on
both of them and demoted Heslop. He also
came close to taking second from Blackburn at
Brooklands but the latter had the inside line.

Paul McHugh who he got ahead of at Copse
on the fourth circuit. Tony Mumford then
moved aside almost immediately to give
Beckett a clear run at the fast-starting Adam
Bissell who was some way down the road by
this stage.

After a good, clean battle which he really
enjoyed,
Blackburn
pulled
away
while
Robinson and Heslop continued to swap
places with the former making a move stick at
the complex with a few laps remaining to take
third. Heslop felt something was wrong with
the front end of his car and stripped his
suspension when he returned home. He is
confident of being back on the pace for the
Oulton Park finale.

By the time Beckett caught up with Bissell, the
latter was on the back bumper of Roberts who
had lost pace due to a large hole appearing in
the front section of his exhaust. Beckett was
ahead of both in no time enabling him to take
the chequered flag in sixth.

By the finish Blackburn had got to within a
second of depriving Grimes of the delight of
taking his maiden ST-XR Challenge victory and
may be Michael would’ve done just that had
the race been a little longer.
Once his tyres had warmed up after 3 laps,
Chris Jones’ Escort XR3i stopped trying to
throw itself off the track and the major
changes to the suspension began to work
really well enabling an enjoyable battle with
Justin Roberts to be resolved in Chris’ favour
as he went on to cruise to fifth place overall
plus his second Class B victory of the day. He
had a great day’s racing – especially when
tackling the flat-out sweep of Copse.

Hennefer was ninth having followed Beckett
for much of the 15 minutes as he progressed
up the order. He really enjoyed putting his
XR3i in amongst the STs. McHugh completed
the
Top Ten – he was happy with his
performance in both races.
Between the races Mumford had adjusted his

tyre pressures and dampers before making
another great start in this contest but once
again, after a couple of laps, he struggled
for grip through Luffield which reduced his
speed down the Pits-Straight and all the
way to Maggotts. This cost him a couple of
places and saw him to slip back into the
clutches of his sparring partners from race
1 – Alec Townley, Paul Green and Matthew
Spencer.
This battle was so intense that Townley and
Green had a little coming together at
Luffield although both were able to
continue. Meanwhile, due to the weather
conditions, Spencer’s car was running hotter
than he would have wished which lost him a
few horse-power.
Ron Loffstadt once again finished ahead
Matthew Morton. The latter had made a

great start but couldn’t keep pace with the
Mumford/Townley/Green/Spencer
battle.
Morton came close to passing Loffstadt at
times but then found his handling went awry
causing ground to be lost. The distance to
his quarry increased further when the lappery
from the National Championship cars began.
As he felt there was something amiss with
his car Morton planned to get it checked over
before Oulton Park. Nonetheless he was
happy to collect points for second in Class A
behind Paul Green and ahead of Michael
Rudge who followed Morton across the line
having fixed his distributor.
John Spencer was our final finisher. He
brought his car home safe and sound despite
his ABS warning light coming on and the ST’s
brakes fading.

Adam Bissell (28) leads Sam Beckett (96)
and Jason Hennefer (27)

Jones came close to being put under pressure
by Sam Beckett who had started from tenth
following his spin earlier in the day. Beckett
made a great start and was aiming for the gap
between the cars on the row ahead of him but
as that closed he had to back off which cost a
few places although he had regained most of
these by the time he reached the Wellington
Straight.
Beckett then enjoyed some hard-core dicing,
spending most of lap 2 side by side with Jason
Hennefer before latching on to the back of
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Race 2 Statistics

Statistics provided by www.tsl-timing.com
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This report was produced by
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Visit https://jonelseyphotography.photoshelter.com/index for 205 images from
qualifying and the 2 races at Silverstone
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